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Samer Fanek is back with a new album entitled Guide Me, hot on the heels of
his amazing success of 2016 with the release of his debut album Wishful
Thinking. Fanek is a consummate performer; his style on the keys has a certain
dramatic flair that is really enjoyable, so let’s once more take a musical voyage
with this new album.
So, how do you start an album of masterful piano with instrumentation? You
start with a track that has passion, power and a sense of grandeur like the
starting offering entitled Grand Opening, a composition that will have you
wanting to stand and applaud at its conclusion.
Fanek also has a sensitive style to his performance structure as well; you can
hear this on the composition called Long Time Ago. There is a soft but redolent
charm about this one which is very appealing; it manifests a deep and
reflective mood. Fanek has created a feeling of memory, a segway between a
sad reflection of past happiness, which for some reason has now passed, but
still creates a loving tone to his new creation.
There is a certain continuance of energy on this next piece called Newborn,
but this is one to really pay attention to, while the start may sound tentative,
the energy, build and construction continues to grow. Apart from his genius on
piano, there is a soft and flowing backdrop of synths here to admire as well.
This composition is very well named; one truly feels like they are sampling the
essence of something new, fresh and very exhilarating.

Now You See Me is up next; here you will find a flowing narrative of piano that
wends its way around the hall ways of our musical minds. There is a beautiful
fluency about this piece that creates such a charming narrative of tone. The
mixture of keyboards and piano work so well here and manifest an offering
that flows so wonderfully, creating a tranquil yet driving energy, one that
literally bursts into a crescendo of excitement three quarters into the
arrangement.
This is the part of an album that I adore, it is the title track, and of course we
are at the doorway marked Guide Me. Some have said that Fanek is one of the
best young piano performers of his day, and here on this piece you will see
why. Listen to his stunning performance on piano, the intensity of style here is
truly dramatic and extremely powerful to witness, the continual onward
energy just seems to increase, and the passion within the performance is so
empowering.
We now drift over the half way line of the album and as we do so we come
across a gentle offering entitled Guardian. Fanek has really taken his time with
this one and manifested a piece that truly has a sense of confidence and
security about its build and construction, but there is also a layer of sensitivity
about this one that is deeply moving to listen to as well, this is a true feel good
piece for us all to enjoy.
This is the time of day I used to rise and go to work in, as I had to start at 5am
in the morning and Before Dawn, while those days are long gone, I still have
fond memories from this truly beautiful moment of first light. Samer Fanek has
set his goal here perhaps of creating a piece that is redolent of the subject
matter and I’m glad to say he completely succeeds, that gentle and peaceful
vibe is there that only early morning can give, but also a sense of reassurance
that life is about to be lived all over again, and all is as it should be.
One of my personal favourites of this amazing new release would be this
offering called Chasing Time, something that is impossible perhaps, but the
artist has manifested a flair for the multi instrumental nature of performance
and brings us a driven, powerful opus with percussion, piano and keyboards;
contemporary instrumental music genre can only be a better place with
compositions like this within it.

As we move into the deeper waters of the album we come across a real merge
of styles, one that has a sense of the classical blended with the new age and
the contemporary instrumental genre, all that and more can be found in the
piece For Lila. One could think that Fanek is even treading into the world of
movie sound track music with this fine offering.
It seems amazing that I now stand before the threshold of the penultimate
track off the album; it is called Sense of Purpose. No matter how long you live,
or how old you are, this is something we all need to have; this has to be one of
the most driven pieces off the release, it has a beautifully exciting energy
about its construction, one that will have you playing it over and again many,
many times.
We now finish with the arrangement called Back to Hometown. I noticed that
Fanek sites one of his inspirations as my neighbour David Lanz, here you can
see why; there is an element of David’s energy on this piece, the fluency and
soft approach, one that is stylishly confident and extremely professional. I
loved this end offering and salute the artist for leaving a dramatic album with
such style and class.
Guide Me is Samer Fanek’s second album, and in my view his best work so far,
on this release the artist has clearly taken life’s best shots, and from these
moments of growth, created something in music we can all relate to. Guide
Me is an album rich in a dramatic style and ever abundant in the flair and
passion department, however it also has some of the most charming and
reflective compositions I have heard so far from the artist, and thus doing so,
created a perfectly balance album for us all to revel in. This is an album I find
easy to recommend.

